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Abstract

The prosody of fluent connected speech is much more complicated than concatenating individual sentence intona-

tions into strings. We analyzed speech corpora of read Mandarin Chinese discourses from a top–down perspective on

perceived units and boundaries, and consistently identified speech paragraphs of multiple phrases that reflected dis-

course rather than sentence effects in fluent speech. Subsequent cross-speaker and cross-speaking-rate acoustic analyses

of identified speech paragraphs revealed systematic cross-phrase prosodic patterns in every acoustic parameter, namely,

F0 contours, duration adjustment, intensity patterns, and in addition, boundary breaks. We therefore argue for a higher

prosodic node that governs, constrains, and groups phrases to derive speech paragraphs. A hierarchical multi-phrase

framework is constructed to account for the governing effect, with complimentary production and perceptual evidences.

We show how cross-phrase F0 and syllable duration patterns templates are derived to account for the tune and rhythm

characteristic to fluent speech prosody, and argue for a prosody framework that specifies phrasal intonations as

subjacent sister constituent subject to higher terms. Output fluent speech prosody is thus cumulative results of contri-

butions from every prosodic layer. To test our framework, we further construct a modular prosody model of multiple-

phrase grouping with four corresponding acoustic modules and begin testing the model with speech synthesis. To

conclude, we argue that any prosody framework of fluent speech should include prosodic contributions above individual

sentences in production, with considerations of its perceptual effects to on-line processing; and development of unlimited

TTS could benefit most appreciably by capturing and including cross-phrase relationships in prosody modeling.
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1. Introduction

The prosody of fluent connected speech is much

more complicated than concatenating individual

sentence intonations as discreet units into strings.
However, by linguistic definition, syntactic struc-

ture has steered the studies of intonation, sen-

tences are the accepted units of investigation, and

intonation has been the focus of prosody investiga-

tion. Standard linguistic approach always starts

from constructing text of sentences before collect-

ing speech data, corpus of discreet sentences are

usually collected, and discreet intonation patterns
have been the focus of investigation. This ap-

proach regards fluent speech as a succession of

independent sentences. As a result, much less

attention has been paid to discourse effects re-

flected through fluent speech prosody. Though

the term ‘‘intonation group’’ has often been used

in discourse and conversation analyses, no consis-

tent operational definition could be found to
implement such notion to prosody modeling. With

the syntax-specified intonation patterns best appli-

cable to simple sentences, elaborations to accom-

modate complex sentences are still lacking.

Perhaps inadvertently, much attention has been

given to the articulatory minutiae due to physio-

logical constraints and look-ahead during speech

production, for example, how segments adjust
and modify when they are strung into larger units.

By comparison, relatively little attention has been

devoted to how articulatory adjustment must also

be made to reflect necessary look-ahead across

phrases in fluent speech production and other

physiological constraints such as breathing as well

as cognitive limits in relation to speech planning.

Mandarin Chinese was no exception in terms of
research paradigm and orientation. To illustrate,

we note that one linguistic approach and subse-

quent prosody modeling used short utterances of

five syllables and adopted the same physiological

perspective to account for cross-syllabic look-

ahead in articulatory gestures in tonal co-articula-

tion (Xu, 2002), focusing on anticipatory effects in

tone concatenation at the single-sentence level.
Another linguistic approach and prosody model-

ing used well controlled short utterances or digit

strings to study narrow focus in intonation with
emphases on the interaction between tone and

intonation (Shih, 1988, 2004). A third study also

used short yes–no questions produced as isolated

units and reported an overall higher register than

their declarative counterparts (Lin, 2002). Percep-
tual studies also emphasized on tonal effects to

intonation only (Yuan, 2004). All of these ap-

proaches took sentence intonations as default

prosody units and analyzed speech data from bot-

tom upward, focusing on between-syllable effects

or on overall register height and tendency. The sig-

nificance of these approaches not withholding,

prosody studies of Mandarin Chinese have pretty
much stopped short at the level of phrase and/or

simple sentences. In fact, all of these findings

remain yet to be tested on fluent speech data for

more prosodic phenomena to be included and ac-

counted for while much more knowledge of the

structure of narratives or spoken discourse re-

mains lacking in prosody modeling.

It was the development of unlimited Mandarin
Chinese TTS (text-to-speech synthesis) that

brought a necessary shift of research orientation.

The reasons may appear rather language specific

to Chinese on the surface, but we believe the impli-

cations are definitely cross-linguistic. There are

two reasons specific to Chinese. The first reason

is that Chinese is often misunderstood as a

mono-syllabic language because word boundaries
are not reflected in writing. The syllable-based

Chinese logographs require no spacing between

words, word boundaries are shown in writing,

and the co-existence of mono- and poly-syllabic

words are therefore not reflected in text. The sec-

ond reason is also text related due to lack of mor-

phological affixations and less rigid punctuation

requirements. Periods in text could be used to de-
note both the end of a complex sentence or a short

paragraph, making it hard to distinguish between

the two. As a result, the most convenient approach

adopted for syntactic analyses of text corpora has

been to treat commas and periods alike and

analyze one phrase at a time, as practiced by the

CKIP group (Chang and Chen, 1995 or http://

rocling.iis.sinica.edu.tw/CKIP/). Consequently,
the most widely adopted approach to synthesize

Chinese speech was to take mono-syllables as the

basic units, and single phrases or sentences as

http://rocling.iis.sinica.edu.tw/CKIP/
http://rocling.iis.sinica.edu.tw/CKIP/
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prosody units. To this day, mono-syllable-based

speech synthesis and short-phrase-based prosody

simulation are still very much practiced by the

Chinese research community. The question then

is whether fluent connected speech is consisted of
successions of larger units of multi-phrase speech

paragraphs or independent unrelated phrases and

sentences. In fact, simulation of a succession of

discreet and often declination intonations in

unlimited TTS did not produce satisfactory fluent

speech prosody, and in spite of improvements in

commercial products, more systematic account of

discourse effects reflected in between- and cross-
phrase relationships was still called for. Similar

calls may also exist in languages other than Chi-

nese for complex sentences and discourse prosody.

We believe the calls still remain largely unan-

swered by the linguistic community, and shifts of

research paradigm may be more cross-linguistic

than language specific.

It has been the research focus of our group to
address between- and cross-phrase prosodic char-

acteristics from both speech production and

speech perception. Methodologically, we adopted

a corpus linguistic approach and planned from

data collection, perceptual saliencies, annotation

design, acoustic analyses, possible explanations

and finally to prosody modeling. For data collec-

tion, we began from collecting relatively large
amount of speech data of read discourses instead

of short or isolated sentences to better reflect plan-

ning units and cognitive constraints involved in

fluent speech production. Over nine sets of pros-

ody-oriented speech corpus has been collected

since 1997 (Tseng et al., 2003). Spontaneous

speech and conversation were purposely avoided

to reduce rapid shift of planning strategies. For
perceptual saliencies, we began our analyses from

a top–down perspective by listening to the corpora

by discourse instead of by phrase, and looked for

what overall tendencies and characteristics were

consistently heard and identified. For annotation

system, the capacity to transcribe speech data by

perceived boundaries and in units above phrases/

sentence became essential to the design (Tseng
and Chou, 1999). For acoustic analyses, we in-

cluded every acoustic parameter involved, namely,

F0 patterns, syllable duration, intensity distribu-
tion, and in addition, boundary breaks instead of

studying F0 patterns only. Over time, characteris-

tics of fluent speech began to emerge. We believe

we are now able to account for fluent speech pros-

ody which is essentially discourse prosody rather
than sentence prosody, and have developed a

multi-phrase model for it as well.

This paper attempts to provide a comprehensive

account of a multi-phrase framework of fluent

speech prosody and its modeling. We will show

that a simple framework of multiple-phrase-

grouping emphasizing cross-phrase prosodic spec-

ifications in addition to individual intonation
patterns could quite adequately account for default

fluent speech prosody. In particular, how discourse

information is conveyed through prosody. What

the framework accounts for is basically how speech

paragraphs are perceived in fluent speech via

phrase grouping, and how it (phrase grouping) pro-

vides prosodic specifications to respective individ-

ual phrases or sentences under grouping in
addition to phrasal intonation. These prosodic

specifications involve all four acoustic correlates,

namely, F0 contours, syllable duration adjustment,

intensity patterns, and boundary breaks, and can

be treated independently in modeling. We will also

show how to construct a modular acoustic model

on the basis of the framework and how it can be

applied to speech synthesis as well.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2

describes perceptual and acoustic aspects of the

framework of phrase grouping (PG) of fluent con-

nected speech, including Section 2.1: F0 specifica-

tions, Section 2.2: duration patterns, Section 2.3:

intensity distribution and Section 2.4: boundary

pauses/breaks. Section 3 presents evidence of re-

lated perceptual studies. Section 4 shows how we
built the framework into a prosody model. Section

5 briefly describes a Mandarin TTS system aimed

at fluent prosody generation, and initial applica-

tions of our model. Finally, we will discuss impli-

cations and future directions in Section 6.
2. Phrase grouping—organization and framework

The speech data under investigation consisted

of speech corpora from 60 speakers, each of them
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read 600 paragraphs at around-500-character (syl-

lables) apiece. Initial perceptual analyses of overall

characteristics consistently included cross-listener

parsing of multiple-phrase speech paragraphs in-

side each discourse on perceived boundaries
(Tseng and Chou, 1999). Perceptual parsing was

arrived not by syntactic structure and meaning

alone, but rather, by how these speech paragraphs

were heard and by what listeners look for when lis-

tening to fluent connected speech. In other words,

what are some of the major perceptual features lis-

teners use to parse spoken discourse? In addition,

we found that the location of boundary breaks in
speech flow did not always correspond to syntactic

boundaries or punctuation marks, further suggest-

ing multi-phrase prosody units functioning at least

partially independent from structural specifica-

tions. We have studied some of these non-overlaps

at the lower level, and showed how smaller lexical

items formed larger prosodic items at the word

level and how prosodic words could be predicted
from lexical words (Chen et al., 2004).

These identified speech paragraphs were termed

prosodic phrase group (PG) by us (Tseng and

Chou, 1999). It was evident to us that a framework

of fluent speech prosody should include multi-

phrase speech paragraphs in addition to individual

phrases and sentences, and explain how speech

paragraphs are formed through prosodic specifi-
cations to form the ongoing effects. We have

subsequently shown that systematic accounts of

cross-phrase characteristics are essential to charac-

terize the prosody for Mandarin Chinese fluent

speech (Tseng et al., 2004), and will discuss more

evidence in this paper. The premise is to accept

multi-phrase units as necessary prosody units in

fluent speech; the question afterwards is how to ar-
rive at an explanation of how this unit operates.

The concept of phrase grouping is not language

specific to Chinese, since it is well accepted that

utterances are phrased into constituents and are

hierarchically organized into various domains at

different levels of the prosodic organization (Sel-

kirk, 1986; Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk, 1996;

Gussenhove, 2004). We proposed (Tseng et al.,
2004) that by adding another layer over the syntax

hierarchy, prosodic phrase grouping (PG) could be

seen as a higher governing node above individual
sentence whereby existing linguistic definitions still

apply. Under a PG, phrases are immediate subja-

cent constituents, constrained by PG and therefore

bear sister relationships. Note that in a relatively

large spoken discourse formed by a succession of
PGs, it is also important to specify how these

PGs can be distinguished from one and other.

We reported that boundary breaks indicating

where PGs begin and end are most significant per-

ceptually (Tseng, 2002) hence PG-related position

and boundaries, most notably, PG-initial vs. PG-

final, are most significant. The contrast with re-

spect to PG-specified positions is particularly
important not only within PGs but also across

them. Because amid a succession of PGs in a spo-

ken discourse, the ending of a PG is always fol-

lowed by the beginning of another PG, meaning

PG-final characteristics are often followed by

PG-initial characteristics in a spoken discourse

where the sharpest contrast occurs. We will specify

the unit that PG positions specify in subsequent
discussions, as well as their respective features. In

addition, PG specifications also include what hap-

pens to individual intonation of each phrase under

grouping.

The multi-phrase framework presented below

assumes an independent level and scope that most

likely reflects the scope and threshold of discourse

planning and on-line processing in the cognitive
domain. Hence it is feasible to assume that canon-

ical and default global templates may exist for

multiple phrases, and contribute to the look-ahead

effects within and across phrases. The operation of

such templates can be seen as additional cogni-

tively-conditioned look-ahead of speech planning

over physiologically-conditioned look-ahead dur-

ing speech production and implies cross-phrase
look-ahead and anticipation can be added on

top of physiologically-conditioned articulatory

maneuvers at the segmental, tonal, and phrasal

levels. By analogy to earlier work well known to

the Chinese linguistic community that describes

the interacting and trading relationships between

and tones and sentence intonation as ‘‘. . . small

ripples riding on large waves’’ (Chao, 1968), our
framework assumes that larger and higher layer(s)

may be superimposed over intonation and tones as

tides over both waves and ripples. So the question
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then is what the tides are like, how ripples ride

over waves, and how waves ride over tides.

The framework is based on the perceived units

located inside different levels of boundary breaks

across speech flow, and how these units and
boundary breaks form multi-phrase speech para-

graphs. The boundaries are annotated using a

ToBI-based self-designed labeling system (Tseng

and Chou, 1999) that annotated small to large

boundaries with a set of five break indices (BI);

i.e., B1–B5, purposely making no reference to

either lexical or syntactic properties in order to

be able to study possible gaps between these differ-
ent linguistic levels and units. Phrase-grouping re-

lated evidences were found both in adjustments of

perceived pitch contours, and boundary breaks

within and across phrases, with subsequent analy-

ses of temporal allocations and intensity distribu-

tion (Tseng, 2002, 2003; Tseng and Lee, 2004).

The hierarchical governing and constraining func-

tions of PG over phrases are illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 1, whereby the framework can also

be viewed as a tree-branching organization of mul-

ti-phrase prosody. Units used were perceived pro-

sodic entities.

From bottom up, the layered nodes are syllables

(SYL), prosodic words (PW), prosodic phrases

(PPh) or utterances, breath group (BG) and pro-

sodic phrase groups (PG). These constituents are,
respectively, associated with break indices B1–B5.
Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the hierarchical organi-

zation of multiple phrase grouping on perceived units and

boundaries. Note that boundary breaks are not represented.

However, the framework includes boundary breaks from B1 to

B5. B1 is the perceived break between SYLs that may not

correspond to a pause, B2 between PWs and from the PW layer

up actual pauses, B3 between PPhs, B4 between BGs and B5

between PGs.
These boundary breaks are not shown in Fig. 1

to keep the illustration less complicated. B1 de-

notes syllable boundary at the SYL layer where

usually no perceived pauses exist; B2 a perceived

minor break at the PW layer; B3 a perceived major
break at the PPhs layer; B4 when the speaker is out

of breath and takes a full breath and breaks at the

BG layer; and B5 when a perceived trailing-to-a-

final-end occurs and the longest break follows. In

the framework, the unit where intonation pattern

applies is usually a PPh. When a speech paragraph

is relatively shorter and does not exceed the speak-

er�s breathing cycle, the top two layers BG and PG
collapse into the PG layer. This also indicates a

PG always ends and begins with a new breathing

cycle. Viewed from bottom upward, the frame-

work also accounts for how PG groups PPhs and

other lower nodes.

2.1. Global F0 patterns of PG

A canonical overall PG F0 contour template

from perceptual results was proposed to describe

the overall tune of a multi-phrase speech para-

graph (Tseng et al., 2004). The unit of this tem-

plate is PPh which can be either a phrase or a

short sentence. In the same study, we also showed

from our corpus analyses that a PG could be any-

where from 3 to 12 phrases. Fig. 2 is a schematic
representation of a PG of five PPhs, separated by
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the global trajectory of

perceived F0 contours of a 5-PPh PG. The units are PPhs

separated by boundary breaks B3s. Note only the first and last

PPhs (in red on the web) into a PG possess identifiable

declarative intonations. The two declination slopes in red are

significantly different: the first PPh features a F0 reset before

declining rapidly, while final PPh features a lower F0 reset

before declining slowly. The declination of the first PPh does

not reach to terminal end, nor does it trail while the declination

of the last PPh is marked by final lengthening. The trajectories

of the three medial three PPhs (in black on the web) do not

possess distinct intonation patterns and are held flatter towards

each of their respective ending boundaries.
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major breaks B3 in the speech flow. Note that B4

usually occur only when a PG exceeds five phrases.

Regarding perceived pitch patterns, the begin-

ning and ending of a speech paragraph are sig-

naled by a number of acoustic characteristics,
including long pauses before F0 reset, followed

by pitch declination. The pitch contours of the first

and last PPh of a PG could be described to possess

distinct and identifiable intonation patterns, and in

fact, are the ONLY positions where such intona-

tions occur across phrases. Their major function

is to signal the beginning and ending of a PG

rather than only their individual intonation iden-
tity. We have termed them PG-initial PPh, PG-

medial PPh(s) and PG-final PPh. The intonation

of the PG-initial PPh is marked by a F0 reset be-

fore declining rapidly, but the decline stops short

before reaching a terminal fall, nor is there final

lengthening. Whereas the intonation of the PG-

final PPh also possesses a F0 reset, though not to

the point of the PG-initial reset, then the contour
trails to an ending with final lengthening. In the

graphic display, the difference is represented by

different slope of declination. As for the perceived

contours of the three PG-medial PPhs, the F0 con-

tours are held somewhat flat, a feature related to

an ongoing effect. In fact, the more the number

of PPhs in a PG are, the flatter the intonations

of these PG-medial PPhs are held to signal the nec-
essary ongoing effect. The flatter these PG-medial

intonations are, the less distinct their identities be-

come. However, note also how the two respective

declarative intonations at PG-initial and PG-final

positions are also perceived differently to signal

their respective roles in PG. The F0 reset and the

non-terminal fall in PG-initial intonation indicates

a new beginning to be followed by more speech,
the less distinct and flat pattern indicate a contin-

uing effect, while another but lower reset, together

with the following gradual decline and final length-

ening indicates the definite approaching of the

overall terminal effect. Together, a speech para-

graph is formed. With these three PG-specified

positions, respective intonation patterns also rep-

resent cross-phrase relationship and global cross-
phrase look-ahead of a speech paragraph, as does

the global default melody of a multi-phrase speech

paragraphs, marked by features of beginning, con-
tinuation, and termination. This is essentially why

in fluent speech of a succession of PGs, a speech

paragraph is always and easily perceived and the

PG-initial intonation and the PG-final intonation

are never confused by the listener. Taken one
phrase at a time as intonation units, some phrases

have distinct intonations and others do not, while

those do have the same kind of intonations also

differ in slope. The major features of a multi-

phrase speech paragraph are where it begins,

how long it is held, when the end is finally

approaching, and how it finally ends. In short, this

is why concatenating independent and distinct
phrasal intonations without further modifications

would not yield prosody of fluent speech. Hence,

a multi-phrase F0 template can be seen as a global

trajectory or the tide over waves and ripples. Fur-

ther, the F0 template also represents how together

these phrases form one prosodic unit above indi-

vidual phases and how effect discourses can be

achieved.
Therefore, when individual phrases are grouped

into speech paragraphs, within-PG positions spec-

ify respective phrasal intonations to modify, along

with PG-specified boundary breaks. Note that the

template could easily be expanded to accommo-

date more than 5–12 PPhs in our corpora by

increasing the number of PG-medial PPhs only.

Moreover, the relatively non-distinct contour
patterns of these PG-medial PPhs explain why in

fluent speech not all phrases possess identifiable

intonation patterns, In addition, the default tem-

plate could easily accommodate further implemen-

tation of emphasis, focus, and/or prominence and

be further elaborated to studies of F0 range. The

question now is whether we could find proof for

such a cross-phrase template in operation.

2.2. Duration patterns within and across phrases

This section of duration patterns presents re-

sults from corpora analyses of how each prosodic

layer in the framework accounts for the duration

pattern across syllables and contributes to the final

duration outcome of phrases under grouping and
how there exists an overall cross-phrase cadence

pattern. Syllable-cadence templates from each pro-

sodic layer are derived to account for the rhythmic
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structure associated with prosody organization. In

the discussion below, duration and syllable dura-

tion are used interchangeably.

The syllable is a more significant phonological

unit of Mandarin Chinese: it is the unit of lexical
tones and a temporal unit. Chinese is also a sylla-

ble-timed language instead of a stress-timed one.

In other words, in terms of temporal structure,

Mandarin Chinese should be treated in league with

French than with English. The statistical method

we used was a linear regression model that ana-

lyzes and predicts perceptually annotated speech

corpora from the lower-levels upward, specifying
that residues that could not be accounted at a

lower prosodic layer be moved up to the next high-

er layer. This method made it possible to account

for the contribution from each respective, and to

test how much the cumulative predictions from

all prosodic layers involved could account for the

final output.

Mandarin speech data representing two differ-
ent speech rates, slower vs. faster speech, were

used. The slower speech was recorded from one

male untrained subject (hence SMS for slower

male speech) reading 595 paragraphs ranging from

2 to 180 syllables; the faster speech from one

female radio announcer�s relatively faster reading

(hence FFS for faster female speech) of 26 long

paragraphs ranging from 85 to 981 syllables.
Ninety percent of the two sets of text overlap. A

total of 22350 syllables of SMS and 11592 sylla-

bles of FFS were analyzed. Average syllable dura-

tion was 304.7 ms for SMS and 199.75 ms for FFS.

Both sets of speech data were first labeled auto-

matically for segments using the HTK toolkit

and SAMPA-T notations (Tseng and Chou,

1999), then hand labeled for perceived prosodic
boundaries by three trained transcribers for

cross-listener consistencies. The HTK labeling

was manually spot-checked; the manual perceptual

labeling cross-checked for intra-transcriber consis-

tency. Analyses were performed to (1) compare

duration variations with respect to different speech

rates, and (2) look for any possible interaction

between speech rate and prosody units/levels.
Using a step-wise regression technique, a linear

model with four layers (Keller and Zellner Keller,

1996) was developed and modified for Mandarin
Chinese to predict speakers� tempo and rhythm

with respect to the two different speech rates.

Our framework of layered, hierarchical organiza-

tion of prosody levels (the aforementioned system

of boundaries and units) was used to classify pro-
sodic units at levels of the SYL, PW, PPh, and PG,

with PG being the highest node of the hierarchy.

Note that BG layer was not represented for lack

of enough annotated data from the two speakers

under investigation. Moving from the SYL layer

upward to each of the higher prosodic units and

levels, we examined each higher layer indepen-

dently to see if it could account for residuals from
one of the lower layers, and if so, how much was

contributed by each level. All of the data were ana-

lyzed using DataDeskTM from Data Description,

Inc. Two benchmark values were used in this study

to evaluate the closeness of the predicted value to

that of the original speech data: residual error

(RE) and correlation coefficient (r). Residual error

was defined as the percentage of the sum-squared
residue (the difference between prediction and ori-

ginal value) over the sum-squared original value.
2.2.1. Results

At the SYL layer, we examined the influence of

segmental duration on syllable duration, the influ-

ence of preceding and following syllables on seg-

mental duration and the possibility that tones may
also interact with duration. Factors considered in-

cluded 21 consonants, 39 vowels (including diph-

thongs), and 5 tones (including 4 lexical tones and

1 neutral tone). Classifications of segments were

established to help simplify analyses of the speech

data, which varied for the two different speech rates.

A SYL-layer model was subsequently postu-

lated as follows:
Dur ðmsÞ ¼ constant þ CTy þ VTy þ Ton

þ PCty þ PVty þ PTonþ FCty

þ FVty þ FTon

þ 2-way factors of the above factor

þ 3-way factors of the above factor

þDelta 1

ð1Þ
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Fig. 3. Coefficients of syllable durations obtained for both

speech rates using the PWmodel. The horizontal axis represents

the position of each syllable within a PW; the vertical axis

represents the coefficient values. The upper panel shows

coefficients of FFS; the lower panel shows those of SMS.

Positive coefficients represent lengthened syllable durations at

the PW layer; negative ones represent shortened syllable

durations. The x labels in the figure mark coefficients of

p-values smaller than 0.1.
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Cty, Vty and Ton represent consonant type, vowel

type, and tone, respectively. Prefix of P and F rep-

resent the corresponding factors of the preceding

and following syllable. A total of 49 factors were

considered. A linear model for discrete data was
built using Data Desk with partial sums of squares

(type 3). Factors with a p-value of under 0.5 were

excluded from the analyses.

Table 1 shows benchmark values of the SYL-

layer model found in the two different speech rates.

The residual error was 48.9% in SMS and 40.1% in

FFS. In other words, the model was able to ac-

count for 51.1% of syllable duration of the SMS
and 59.6% of the FFS at the SYL layer. The resi-

due that could not be accounted for at this layer

was termed as Delta 1 and was dealt with at higher

layers.

The same rationale was applied at the layer di-

rectly above the SYL layer, i.e., the PW layer, to

investigate the possibility that a duration effect

was caused by PW structure. Thus, the PW-layer
model can be written as follows:

Delta 1 ¼ f ðPW length; PW sequenceÞ þDelta 2

ð2Þ
Each syllable was labeled with a set of vector val-

ues; for example, (3,2) denotes that the unit under
consideration is the second syllable in a three-sylla-

ble PW. The coefficient of each entry was calcu-

lated using linear regression techniques identical

to those of the preceding layer. Fig. 3 illustrates

the coefficients of different PW durations for both

speech rates. Positive coefficients represent length-

ened syllable durations at the PW layer; negative

ones represent shortened syllable durations. PWs
over five syllables were not considered, due to their

under-representation in the data.

Several interesting phenomena were observed:

(1) both speakers exhibit a pattern of PW-initial

shortening followed by PW-final-syllable lengthen-

ing relative to the other syllables considered; (2) the
Table 1

Evaluation of duration predictions at the SYL layer

Test SMS FFS

RE 48.9% 40.1%

r 0.715 0.768
longer the PW, the shorter the pre-final syllable is

and longer the final syllable is lengthened and (3)

different speech rates contribute to different de-

grees of variation in syllable duration. At the PW

layer, SMS showed within-layer syllable shorten-

ing but final-syllable lengthening in comparison

with lengthening predictions made at the SYL
layer. However, FFS showed the opposite: even

when syllables of a PW were shortened, the final

syllable maintained the duration predicted by the

SYL layer. These results could be used to charac-

terize speaker-independent beat and tempo, and

could be a major feature used to describe and char-

acterize individual speaking style. Table 2 shows

benchmark values of the PW Model.
The model was able to account for 6.7% of

Delta 1 of SMS and 3.55% of FFS at the PW layer.
Table 2

Evaluation of duration predictions at the PW layer

Test SMS FFS

RE 93.3% 96.45%

TRE 45.6% 38.76%

r 0.737 0.778
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The overall prediction was obtained by adding up

the predicted value of both the SYL layer and the

PW layer. The total residual error (TRE) is the

percentage of sum-squared residue over the sum-

squared syllable duration. This result indicates
that the residual error ratio cannot be accounted

for by either layer discussed so far, and it will be

dealt with at the next layer up.

The same rationale was applied to the PPh

layer. The linear regression model is thus formu-

lated as follows:

Delta 2¼ f ðPPh length; PPh sequenceÞþDelta 3

ð3Þ
Fig. 4 shows the following results: (1) a clear ca-

dence phenomenon in PPh; (2) that there is not

only PPh-final-syllable lengthening of the last

two syllables, but also shortening of the antepenul-

timate syllable, which is an important feature of
tempo structure in Mandarin Chinese; (3) final-syl-

lable lengthening at the PPh layer, which was twice

as long for FFS, demonstrating the independent

contribution of speech rate to tempo and rhythm,

apart from individual speaker variation; (4) a com-
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Fig. 4. Coefficients of syllable durations obtained for both

speech rates from the PPh model. The horizontal axis represents

the position of each syllable within a PPh; the vertical axis

represents the coefficient values. The upper panel shows the

coefficients of FFS; the lower panel shows those of SMS.

Positive coefficients represent lengthened syllable durations at

the PPh layer; negative coefficients represent shortened syllable

durations. The x labels in the figure mark coefficients of

p-values smaller than 0.1.
plementary effect of final-syllable lengthening be-

tween the PW layer and the current PPh layer,

which may cause some trade-off in the final output.

In other words, if the final syllable of a PW is

lengthened, that same degree of final-syllable
lengthening will NOT be found at the PPh level.

Table 3 shows the evaluation of predictions at

the PPh layer.

The current PPh layer could account for only

13.5% of FFS and 7% of SMS Delta 2, where

the correlation coefficient r is 0.814. The remaining

residue that could not be accounted for was

termed as Delta 3, which was dealt with in the
layer directly above.

In order to investigate the influence of syllable

duration on breath-group effect (the longer pause

created by breathing which follows a PG), we stud-

ied the residue from the PPh layer (Delta 3) at the

PG layer. Duration differences were found to

occur more often at the initial and the final por-

tions of a PPh. The initial-, medial-, and final-PPhs
within a PG were also influenced by syllable dura-

tion patterns differently. We postulate that PG

exerts duration effects on the initial and final

portions of each PG-internal PPh, but not on the

middle portion. More importantly, PG-internal

positions constrain higher prosodic layers only.

Table 4 summarizes the results of these

evaluations.
The PG layer could account for 2.2% of Delta 3

in SMS and 5.2% in FFS. The overall prediction

correlates with the original corpus at the
Table 4

Evaluation of duration predictions at the PG layer

Test SMS FFS

RE 97.8% 94.8%

TRE 41.52% 31.7%

r 0.766 0.825

Table 3

Evaluation of duration prediction at the PPh layer

Test SMS FFS

RE 93.0% 86.5%

TRE 42.4% 33.5%

r 0.760 0.814
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the coefficients of medial PPhs at the PG

layer. The upper panel shows coefficients of syllable durations

of SMS; the lower panel shows coefficients of FFS.
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correlation coefficient r = 0.766 for SMS and 0.825

for FFS, an encouraging outcome for the current

investigations.

The effect from the PG layer on the next layer

down (the PPh) is shown in Fig. 5. Each figure
illustrates the influences on the duration of the

PPh under six syllables. Influences on the first

and the last three syllables of PPh over six syllables

were calculated and are shown in purple. Both

speech rates showed lengthening by 10–20 ms on

the first and last syllables. In other words, duration

adjustments are quite pronounced for PG-initial

PPhs.
Fig. 6 shows effects of the PG layer on PG-med-

ial PPhs. The first syllable is shortened while the

final one is lengthened for the PG-medial PPhs

considered, although this influence is more pro-

nounced in FFS than in SMS. However, duration

adjustments for PG-medial PPhs are not as pro-

nounced as PG-initial ones.

Fig. 7 illustrates the coefficients of final PPhs. In
contrast with initial PPhs, the final syllable of final

PPhs is shortened. Note that the overall effect of

final-syllable lengthening at the PG layer is still

present. The negative coefficients reflect a clear dis-

tinction between PG-initial and PG-final prosodic

phrases.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the coefficients of the initial PPhs at the

PG layer. The upper panel shows coefficients of syllable

durations of SMS; the lower panel shows coefficients of FFS.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the coefficients of final PPhs at the PG

layer. The upper panel shows coefficients of syllable durations

of SMS; the lower panel shows coefficients of FFS.
Duration adjustments with respect to position

provide further evidence of how prosodic units

and layers function as constraints on syllable dura-

tion in speech flow and how higher-level prosodic
units may be constrained by factors that differ

from those constraining lower-level units.

Finally, by adding up the predictions of each

prosodic layer, we can derive a total prediction



Fig. 8. The upper portion shows a comparison of derived

predictions from all prosodic layers combined (in black on the

web) to the original speech data (in red on the web). The lower

portion shows the prediction generated at each prosodic layer.

The upper panel shows coefficients of syllable durations of

SMS; the lower panel shows coefficients of FFS.
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of temporal allocation across phrases under

grouping. Fig. 8 shows comparisons between the

model�s prediction and the original speech data.

Its prediction is quite close to the original speech

data, for both fast and slow speech rates. Since

the model�s prediction at the SYL layer was only
slightly above chance level (see Table 1), the final

cumulative predictions indicate that patterns of

temporal allocation in Mandarin speech flow can

be accounted for only by including all levels of

prosodic information. Moreover, these results

can also be seen as evidence of prosodic organiza-

tion in operation.
2.2.2. Discussion

Figs. 5–7 show that at the highest PG layer, the

PPhs at each of the three respective positions, i.e.,

PG-initial, PG-medial and PG-final are character-

ized by three different cross-syllable-cadence pat-
terns. Our interpretation is that PG-specified

positions define respective syllable-cadence tem-

plates across phrases under grouping. Final

lengthening of the last syllable occurs at both

PG-initial and PG-medial PPhs but in different

degrees (shown in Figs. 5 and 6). PG-final PPhs ex-

hibit a reverse pattern of final-syllable shortening

(shown in Fig. 7). However, by adding informa-
tion from each layer, trade-offs occur and the

PG-final lengthening is still achieved. These dura-

tion templates are also complimentary to PG-posi-

tion related characteristics in the F0 templates (see

Section 2.1) where PG-initial and PG-final PPhs

possess distinct intonation patterns while PG-med-

ial PPhs do not, but their respective patterns differ.

The fact that each PG-position signals different
overall effect of a speech paragraph is also exhib-

ited through duration analyses. In other words,

similar but larger-scale tidal effects over waves

and ripples from the highest layer are found in

adjustment of syllable duration and temporal

allocation.

Furthermore, respective contribution (Tseng

and Lee, 2004) from each prosodic layer cannot
account for the final duration output indepen-

dently. In particular, duration prediction at the

SYL layer was only around chance level, but

cumulatively, over 90% of the duration output

was accounted for. It is apparent why concatenat-

ing syllables with only lower level (such as lexical)

specifications of duration adjustment is insuffi-

cient. In summary, we have shown that syllable-
cadence exist at each prosodic level, and believe

they are cognitively based. The respective cadence

patterns show that distinct rhythmic patterns exist

at each prosodic layer, and explain why the

rhythm of fluent speech could not be achieved un-

less information from each and every prosodic

layer is available. We believe the cadences very

likely represent cognitive templates used in both
the planning and parsing of fluent speech, with

the upper level templates accounting for the global

look-ahead involved in speech production as well



Fig. 9. Regression coefficients of intensity distribution at the

PW layer where PWs from one to four syllables were analyzed.

A gradual decline of intensity occurred over time. Longer PWs

require more energy initially.

Fig. 10. Regression coefficients of intensity distribution at the

PPh layer where PPhs from one to nine syllables were analyzed.

A gradual decline of intensity occurred over time. Note how the

energy level begins high and declines gradually over time and

how the longer a PPh is, the more energy it requires.

Fig. 11. Regression coefficients of intensity distribution of the

PG-initial PPhs at the PG layer where PPhs from one to seven

syllables were analyzed. The energy level is low at the first

syllable, increases sharply at the second syllable, and declines

with variations.

Fig. 12. Regression coefficients of intensity of the PG-medial

PPhs at the PG layer where PPhs from one to seven syllables

were analyzed. Note how energy level begins high and declines

over time.
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as strategies developed for parsing and processing

speech.

From our results, it is quite clear why concat-

enating isolated phrases without higher-level dura-

tion specifications simply would not yield desirable
rhythm of fluent speech, and why lower level (lexi-

cal and syntactic) specifications are insufficient to

account for the dynamics of cross-phrase phenom-

ena. Of course, these duration templates in our

study are language specific to Mandarin Chinese,

and different syllable-cadence templates exists in

every language. Results obtained also lead us to

argue that in fluent speech prosody duration pat-
terns are as important as F0 contour patterns

since the former accounts for the tempo and

rhythm of fluent speech while the latter the overall

melody. Consequently, any modeling of fluent

speech prosody should include language-specific

cross-phrase tempo/rhythmic patterns in addition

to F0 contour patterns. Any prosody framework

should be better enhanced by including tempo spec-
ifications. We believe these templates could also be

used to construct forecasting models in speech rec-

ognition as well.

2.3. Intensity distribution

The same rationale for duration analyses was

used to investigate intensity distribution by calcu-
lating RMS values from the lower prosodic level

upward. The same linear regression analyses were

performed by speaker for corpora of six speakers

and two speaking rates, and intensity patterns

for each speaker were obtained. Similar patterns

were also found across speakers and speaking

rates, as with duration patterns (see Section 2.2

above). However, the following presentation re-
ports statistical results from one speaker to illus-

trate the points. Figs. 9–13 show derived patterns

of RMS distribution of the same speech corpora

used for duration analyses. Each line in the figures

represents the corresponding regression coefficient

of a syllable at the specific position at the specified

prosodic level. Fig. 9 shows intensity distribution

at the PW layer where PWs from one to four syl-
lables were analyzed. Fig. 10 shows intensity distri-

bution at the PPh layer where PPhs from one to

nine syllables were analyzed. Figs. 11–13 show



Fig. 13. Regression coefficients of intensity distribution of the

PG-final PPhs at the PG layer where PPhs from one to seven

syllables were analyzed. Note how the pattern reverses com-

pared with the patterns found in PG-initial (Fig. 11) and PG-

medial (Fig. 12) PPhs. A distinct increase of energy occurred at

the final syllable.
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intensity distribution at the PG layer where PG-

initial, PG-medial and PG-final PPhs from one

to seven syllables were analyzed.

The results presented above showed that dis-
tinct patterns of intensity distribution are found

to be associated with each prosodic layer. Figs. 9

and 10 show that at both the PW and PPh levels,

a gradual decline of intensity occurs over time.

In addition, the longer the unit is (more numbers

of syllables in the unit) the more energy it requires

initially. At the PG level, once again PG-relative

positions show different intensity patterns as
shown from Figs. 11–13 and are in accordance

with duration results. For both PG-initial and

PG-medial PPhs, intensity declines in different de-

grees as the respective slopes in Figs. 11 and 12

show. But the PG-final PPh shows a reverse pat-

tern, with a distinct increase of energy at the final

syllable. By adding information from each layer,

trade-offs account for the PG-final decline of
intensity, as with final lengthening found in dura-

tion patterns and F0 trailing-off, and the significant

role of the terminating effect occurred only at PG-

final positions.

Results of percentage of contribution from each

prosodic layer were also obtained, as with dura-

tion patterns. At the SYL level, segmental identity

accounted for 51% of intensity distribution. At the
PW level, the contribution of intensity is insignifi-

cant, although the gradual declination exists.

However, at the PPh level, the contribution of

intensity is accounted for 14% more of intensity

distribution, indicating that the prosodic phrase

is a more significant unit for amplitude distribu-

tion patterns for fluent speech than prosodic
words. Moreover, the shorter final PPhs had a

wider coefficient range. We believe the different

cross-phrase pattern of intensity distribution is

closely associated with the perceived result of the

terminal end of a speech paragraph in addition
to F0 contours and duration patterns. Methodo-

logically, it also indicates that fluent speech oper-

ates in bigger prosodic units. Lifting fragments

from fluent speech and analyzing microscopic pho-

netic or acoustic details will not recover prosody

information contained. We then argue further that

any prosody organization and modeling should

incorporate language specific patterns of intensity
distribution in addition to F0 contour patterns

and tempo/rhythmic patterns with respect to pros-

ody organization.

2.4. Boundary pauses/breaks

We have stated in Section 1 that the multi-

phrase prosody framework is based on perceived
unit located inside different levels of boundary

breaks across the flow of fluent speech. These

boundaries were annotated with a ToBI-based

self-designed labeling system (Tseng and Chou,

1999) that specified 5 deg of break indices (BI)

(see Section 2). Thus, it is important that both

intra- and inter-transcriber consistencies be main-

tained for manually annotated speech corpora.
The speech data were first automatically aligned

with initial and final phones using the HTK tool-

kit, and then manually labeled by trained tran-

scribers for perceived prosodic boundaries or

break indices (BI). All of the corpora used were

manually labeled by three trained transcribers

independently. Intra- and inter-transcriber com-

parisons were obtained weekly. Corpora were
considered annotated when over 85% of inter-tran-

scriber consistencies were maintained. F0, dura-

tion, and intensity analyses were performed on

annotated corpora subsequently. We have ana-

lyzed speech corpora of two males and four

females to look for cross-speaker patterns. Each

speaker read the paragraphs of discourses in

slightly various editions at around 500 syllables/
characters per paragraphs, producing speech cor-

pora of around 12000 syllables each. Four of the

speakers were untrained speakers (two males and
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two females) who read at speaking rate of 224,

362, 275 and 306 ms/syllable, respectively. Two

speakers were radio announcers who read rela-

tively faster at the speaking rate of 234 and

236 ms/syllable, respectively. We observed some
distinct differences between untrained speakers

and radio announcers. One was in speaking rate

and another was the number and type of pauses/

breaks used. In general, radio announcers used

faster speaking rate (235 ms/syllable) than un-

trained speakers (292 ms/syllable), paused less dur-

ing speaking (less B2�s and B3�s), and change

breath more often (more B4�s). Whereas the un-
trained speakers tend to speak slower, used more

minor breaks (more B2�s and B3�s), but did not

seem to change breath nearly as often (less B4�s).
The results may be representative of trained public

speaking style vs. untrained informal way of speech

production in pause and breathing style, with the

untrained speakers sounding more halting than

the announcers. Table 5 presents cross-speaker,
Table 5

(A–F) Comparison of perceptual labeling of six speakers� breaks of o

B1 B2 B

(A) Speaker F001 (speaking rate: 224 ms/syllable)

Number 25369 14425 31

l/r 8/16 14/21 21

(B) Speaker F01S (speaking rate: 362 ms/syllable)

Number 11084 4698 36

l/r 2/11 11/27 34

(C) Speaker F03S (speaking rate: 275 ms/syllable)

Number 12672 4888 42

l/r 4/11 14/23 27

(D) Speaker M02S (speaking rate: 306 ms/syllable)

Number 12409 5046 43

l/r 1/9 10/26 31

(E) Speaker M051P (speaking rate: 234 ms/syllable)

Number 6663 3327 12

l/r 0/2 3/10 24

(F) Speaker F051P (speaking rate: 236 ms/syllable)

Number 6645 3352 11

l/r 2/6 6/13 21

Speakers F001, F01S, F03S and M02S were untrained native speake

number of each perceived break was presented, where l is mean dura

F001 and F03S were given read relatively shorter paragraphs inste

recording unit, therefore, PG-final breaks (B5) were not available for
cross-speaking-rate comparisons. Since the text

each speaker read varied slightly, only overlapped

text were compared. The purpose was to see how

many degrees of boundary breaks exist within

and across speaking rates in fluent speech.
From the mean durations, it is clear that the de-

grees of breaks were maintained. Moreover, when

B5�s were available in the data, they are longer

than B4�s. This indicates that in order to accom-

modate multiple phrase grouping of longer dis-

courses, at least three levels of breaks, i.e., B3,

B4 and B5 or minor break, major break and PG

break, are needed for narratives of fluent speech.
In other words, we believe that two levels of

breaks, namely, minor break and major break,

are inadequate to generate fluent running speech.

We have incorporated the boundary break fea-

tures into our prosody framework. Together with

correlative intensity distribution patterns, the

make-up of the rhythm and tempo of fluent speech

prosody could be constructed.
verlapped portion of read speech

3 B4 B5

63 71 1646

5/158 407/114 NULL

30 193 473

2/245 717/212 799/434

02 132 574

6/194 649/136 NULL

03 250 546

5/264 742/234 949/242

07 270 130

9/207 520/124 619/110

57 287 150

5/152 332/164 399/226

rs; M051P and F051P radio announcers. For each speaker, the

tion of the break and r standard deviation. Note that speakers

ad of longer text, the end of each paragraph was a complete

measurement and hence was labeled NULL.
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2.5. Summary

From the evidences presented in this section, we

argue that a prosody organization of fluent con-

nected speech should accommodate discourse
effects above phrases and sentences, and account

for the dynamic cross-phrase relationship that

derives phrase groups corresponding to perceived

speech paragraphs. All three acoustic correlates,

namely, F0, duration and amplitude, should be ac-

counted for with respect to phrase grouping, along

with at least 3 deg of boundary breaks. F0 contour

patterns alone are not necessarily the most signifi-
cant prosody feature, and are insufficient to char-

acterize the major part of speech prosody.

Rather, the roles of syllable duration adjustment

and intensity distribution with reference to overall

cross-phrase relationships merit reconsideration.

Boundary breaks also require further understand-

ing. From the above evidence of syllable-cadence

templates derived, it is quite evident that cross-
phrase duration patterns with respect to prosody

organization are just as important as cross-phrase

F0 modifications, whereas intensity patterns is also

more distinct at the higher prosodic PPh layer. We

believe that together with boundary breaks, these

features account for the major part of melody

and tempo in fluent speech prosody, reflecting also

the domain, unit and to quite an extent strategy of
speaker�s planning of fluent speech. In other

words, these template and boundary breaks are

used by the speaker for planning in speech produc-

tion, and as forecasting apparatus for processing

by the listener as well. In summary, what is in-

tended by the speaker through these vehicles avail-

able in prosody maneuvering are also significant to

the listener�s expectations during processing.
Cross-phrase as well as overall template fitting,

look-ahead, forecasting, matching, and filtering

could also be built into fluent speech recognition

as well.
3. Perceptual roles of F0 patterns and

phrasal intonation

In this section, we report perceptual investiga-

tion on the role of phrasal intonation in the orga-
nization of speech prosody. By our account in

Section 2, only PG-initial and PG-final phrases

possess distinct F0 patterns, with the PG-final

phrase corresponding best to phrasal intonation

defined by sentence types. Whereas the PG-medial
phrases are required to be held flatter towards each

boundary to withhold the non-terminal effect. In

other words, all phrasal intonations under phrase

grouping undergo modifications and as a result

some of them would lose their intonation identi-

ties. The goal in this section is to see whether these

PG-final phrasal intonations, the best preserved

intonations in phrase groups, are consistently
identifiable. If so, whether they are identified by

overall F0 contour patterns as their roles in lan-

guages like English, or by other features instead.

Moreover, whether there exists a default intona-

tion for Mandarin Chinese, and whether the role

of phrasal intonations, default or otherwise, is as

significant as the literature suggests.

Three perception tests were performed to test
the following hypotheses, namely, (1) phrasal into-

nations exist in Mandarin Chinese, but do not play

as much a role as they do in non-tonal languages;

(2) the utterance-final syllable question particles

play a more significant role than overall intonation

contour patterns in Mandarin Chinese; (3) phrasal

F0 contours lose their intonation characteristics

when the final syllable is removed irrespective of
their POS, thereby further shows the less signifi-

cant role of overall intonation pattern at the

phrase/sentence level; and (4) default intonation

for Mandarin is the declarative. We will present

three experiments below.

3.1. Perception experiments

Three auditory perception experiments were

conducted to test the above hypothesis.

3.1.1. Experiment 1

3.1.1.1. Methodology. Ten PG samples of male

microphone read speech were chosen from a

speech database of 599 read discourses collected

in sound-proof rooms. These PG samples ranged
from 8 to 24 characters/syllables (or approximately

1–6 s) in duration. All of the chosen PGs ended

in yes–no questions without phrase-final mono-
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syllable question particles. Among the 10 speech

samples, five ended in two-syllable PWs; the other

five in three-syllable PWs. Backward editing of

these PGs was performed, removing the last one,

last two and last three syllables of the PG respec-
tively. A total of 40 PGs were generated. Using

the PRAAT software, the segmental information

of these 40 PGs were removed and then replaced

by humming while the overall F0 patterns were

extracted and retained. A total of 40 humming

tokens were created to serve as stimuli of

Experiment 1. Four repetitions of the tokens were

randomized, making up a total of 160 test tokens
of the experiments.

3.1.1.2. Subjects. Four subjects, one male and three

females, participated in Experiment 1. All of the

subjects were college educated native speakers of

Mandarin Chinese spoken in Taiwan with no hear-

ing impairment.
3.1.1.3. Procedures. Perception identification tests

were administered in sound-proof rooms over

headsets. Each subject received different randomi-

zation results. Subjects were asked to identify if

they heard yes–no question intonation.
3.1.2. Experiment 2

3.1.2.1. Methodology. For Experiment 2, 20 PG
samples of male microphone read speech from

the same speech data base were chosen. Ten of

the PG samples were the same samples from

Experiment 1, namely, PGs end in yes–no ques-

tions without phrase-final mono-syllable question

particles. Another 10 PGs were samples that ended

in declarative phrases. These declarative-ending

PG samples ranged from 10 to 24 characters/sylla-
bles (or approximately 2.5–6 s) in duration.

Among the 10 declarative speech samples, eight

ended in two-syllable PWs; two in three-syllable

PWs. The same backward editing of these PGs

was performed, removing the last one, last two

and last three syllables of the PG respectively. A

total of 80 PGs were generated. Using the PRAAT

software to remove segmental information but
retaining overall F0 patterns, a total of 80 hum-

ming tokens were created to serve as stimuli of
Experiment 2. Four repetitions of the tokens were

randomized, making up a total of 320 test tokens

of the experiments.

3.1.2.2. Subjects. The same four subjects partici-
pated in Experiment 2 on a different day.
3.1.2.3. Procedures. The same perceptual identifi-

cation tests were administered in sound-proof

rooms over headsets. Each subject received differ-

ent randomization results. Subjects were asked to

identify if they heard declarative intonation.

3.1.3. Experiment 3

3.1.3.1. Methodology. For Experiment 3, 30 PG

samples of male microphone read speech from

the same speech database were chosen. Ten more

PG samples were added to the samples chosen

for Experiment 2. That is, in addition to 10 PGs

ended in yes–no questions without phrase-final

mono-syllable question particles and 10 PGs ended
in declarative phrases, another 10 PGs of yes–no

questions with phrase-final mono-syllable question

particles were chosen. These last 10 question-end-

ing PG samples ranged from 9 to 23 characters/syl-

lables (or approximately 2.2–5.7 s) in duration.

Two of these 10 yes–no questions ended in two-

syllable PWs; three in three-syllable PWs. The

same backward editing of these PGs was per-
formed, removing the last one, last two and last

three syllables of the PG respectively. A total of

120 PGs were generated. Using the PRAAT soft-

ware to remove segmental information but retain-

ing overall F0 patterns, a total of 120 humming

tokens were created to serve as stimuli of Experi-

ment 3. Four repetitions of the tokens were ran-

domized, making up a total of 480 test tokens of
the experiments.
3.1.3.2. Subjects. The same four subjects partici-

pated in Experiment 3 on a different day.
3.1.3.3. Procedures. The same perceptual identifi-

cation tests were administered in sound-proof

rooms over headsets. Each subject received differ-
ent randomization results. Subjects were asked to

identify if they heard declarative intonation.
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3.2. Results

The following tables summarize results of cor-

rect percentage of identification by subjects of

the above three perceptual identification experi-
ments; the accompanying figures are plotted dis-

play of the same results. Correct identification is

defined as follows: for both yes–no questions with

and without utterance-final question particle, only

the complete utterance intonation is defined as

question intonation, except for Experiment 1. All

edited tokens were treated as declarative intona-

tion by default. Table 6 shows the results of Exper-
iment 1, i.e., perceptual identification of humming

of yes–no question intonation without question

particles. Fig. 14 plotted the same results.

Results from Experiment 1 show that correct

identification was best when the entire PG contour

was presented. Identification begins to decay to

below chance at one syllable edited off from the
Fig. 14. Correct identification rates of yes–no questions with-

out question particles by listeners.

Table 6

Correct identification rates of yes–no questions without ques-

tion particles

Ss A (%) B (%) C (%) D (%)

S1 44.4 25.0 17.1 35.9

S2 78.9 44.7 14.3 35.9

S3 70.3 35.9 16.2 45.9

S4 70.3 42.1 35.1 63.2

Avg. 65.4 36.3 18.8 47.1

Ss: subjects, S1–S4 represent subjects 1–4. A: tokens of full PG,

B: tokens without last syllable, C: tokens without last two syl-

lables, D: tokens without last three syllables.
terminal end, and is the worst when two syllables

were edited off. However, note that identification

improved when three syllables were edited off,

but is till at chance level. Since we balanced the

number of PW syllables at PG-final positions, we
could not offer any explanation at this point. Nev-

ertheless, since the test tokens ranged from 8 to 24

syllables, the results suggest that the overall F0

contour of the final PPh is not as significant.

Table 7 shows the results of Experiment 2, i.e.,

perceptual identification of humming of declara-

tive intonation as well as yes–no question intona-

tion without question particle. Fig. 15 plotted the
same results.

Table 8 shows the results of Experiment 3, per-

ceptual identification of humming of declarative

intonation, yes–no question intonation without

question particles, and yes–no question with ques-

tion particles. Fig. 16 plotted the same results.
Fig. 15. Correct identification of declarative vs. yes–no ques-

tions without question particles by listeners.

Table 7

Correct identification of declarative vs. yes–no questions

without question particles

Ss A (%) B (%) C (%) D (%)

S1 75.0 66.3 60.0 66.3

S2 65.0 61.3 36.3 47.5

S3 60.0 61.3 50.0 60.0

S4 58.8 56.3 46.3 58.8

Avg. 64.7 61.3 48.1 58.1

Ss: subjects, S1–S4 represent subjects 1–4. A: tokens of full PG,

B: tokens without last syllable, C: tokens without last two syl-

lables, D: tokens without last three syllables.



Table 8

Correct identification of declarative utterances vs. yes–no

questions vs. yes–no questions with question particles

Ss A (%) B (%) C (%) D (%)

S1 66.7 65.8 55.0 61.7

S2 57.5 43.3 32.5 41.7

S3 71.7 43.3 39.2 42.5

S4 70.8 40.0 38.3 43.3

Avg. 66.7 48.1 41.3 47.3

Ss: subjects, S1–S4 represent subjects 1–4. A: tokens of full PG,

B: tokens without last syllable, C: tokens without last two syl-

lables, D: tokens without last three syllables.

Fig. 16. Correct identification of declarative utterances vs. yes–

no questions vs. yes–no questions with question particles by

listeners.
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3.3. Discussion

For Mandarin Chinese, perceptual results of

humming F0 contours indicated the following: (1)

the role of utterance-final syllable was crucial to
correct identification of intonations instead of

the intonation patterns; overall phrasal or senten-

tial intonation contour pattern was relatively less

significant even at the best preserved positions.

(2) The syllable-cadence template and intensity

patterns (Sections 2.2 and 2.3) also depend cru-

cially on the final syllable to maintain, suggesting

that impaired rhythm also impaired correct identi-
fication. (3) Edited yes–no questions with or with-

out sentence final question particles were identified

as declarative intonation, indicating that declara-

tive is the default intonation. (4) Compared with

the final syllable, the general higher register exhib-
ited in yes–no questions without utterance-final

question particles was not the most salient cue to

signal question intonation, suggesting that listen-

ers did not pay much attention to register height

or intonation in general. In summary, the percep-
tual results suggest that phrasal intonations and

overall register height of tone languages may not

as be nearly as significant as their counterpart roles

in intonation languages.

The reasons are not only based on the statistics

shown in this section, but also from reports from

the subjects. Subjects reported how difficult the

tests were, and what strategies they used during
testing. Two strategies were used for identification

of question intonation across subjects. First, they

reported that a large number of intonations ended

abruptly, making it impossible for them to associ-

ate with questions. In other words, it did not end

right. Second, they looked for final lengthening

as an indicator for question intonation. In other

words, the ending was not long enough. The first
strategy suggests that abruptness overrides overall

intonation pattern, and both strategies focused on

how each test token ended rather than how it pro-

ceeded over time. Both strategies also imply that

subjects somehow associated question intonation

with an ending duration patterns instead of F0

contours, thereby suggesting that the role of

speech tempo patterns are as important as intona-
tion contours, if not more. These reports are par-

ticularly important. The subjects were in fact

telling us what they were looking for during these

experiments. It was how the humming ended, not

how they went over time. Choosing the default

intonation did not necessarily mean they consid-

ered the intonation default. From the viewpoint

of our framework, these reports were hardly
surprising.

The above results contradict with most other

perceptual studies on Mandarin intonation, both

in overall contours and global question. We note

that almost all of documented perceptual studies

echoed the existence of universal phrasal intona-

tion by syntactic types (Ho, 1976; Shen, 1985;

Chang, 1998; Lin, 2002; Yuan, 2004), and stressed
on how lexical tone and intonation interact (Shih,

1988, 2004; Yuan, 2004). However, note that all of

these studies employed relatively short sentences
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produced as discreet units. In other words, all of

the utterances in these studies were produced and

perceived WITHOUT context. Emphases on the

interaction between tone and intonation also as-

sumed that the lexical tone of each syllable was al-
ways produced with distinct patterns, a similar

assumption as with intonation patterns. Neverthe-

less, note that when producing fluent speech a

speaker is equipped with other available linguistic

knowledge and alternatives linguistic resources

than intonation alone to convey meaning, just as

strategies available to the listener to process speech

signals are many layered as well. The linguistic
knowledge of the speaker results in many and var-

ious forms of missing information in speech pro-

duction, and the speech signals produced may

very well be incomplete or distorted. This is partic-

ularly the case with spontaneous speech. The same

or similar knowledge is used in processing to

reconstruct the distorted signals to successfully de-

rived meaning intended. So the question is what
kind of cues the listener is looking for to process

input of connected speech on-line, whether it is

the entire contour, the overall tendency or the

characteristics associated with the very end. When

short utterances were produced as unrelated units

one at a time, that is, without adjacent sister

phrases to help supply contextual information;

the information load of intonation increases and
hence the best or least distorted form produced

and perceived. Whereas when producing a succes-

sion of utterances to form narratives and/or dis-

courses, the respective individual identity of each

and every phrase is reduced while a different over-

all effect achieved, and the listener may very well

be looking for cues other than the overall ten-

dency. By analogy, solo singing is distinctly differ-
ent from chorus singing. The former stresses

individual interpretation without a conductor�s
baton, while the latter team works and harmony

with everyone�s attention on the conductor�s
baton. Listening to solo singing is also different

from chorus singing. Researches in unlimited TTS

have long demanded the speech community to

come upwithmore systematic account of the choral
aspect of fluent speech production. Approaching

phrases one at a time would be like responding to

questions of choral singing with solos only.
4. Modeling Mandarin fluent speech prosody

Based on the prosody organization discussed in

Section 2 and the perceptual evidence, the hierar-

chical PG structure of fluent speech was adopted
to model the speech prosody of multiple phrase

groups. To further test both the framework and

the model, we have also implemented a Mandarin

TTS system using a syllable-token database at this

stage (see Section 5). Since a speech database of

PWs is still under construction and manual anno-

tation is time consuming, and since there are only

1292 distinct tonal syllables, we, too, choose sylla-
bles as the concatenate units to test the model for

the present. Needless to say, we could test the mod-

el as soon as our database of prosodic units is con-

structed and annotated. However, our syllables are

collected in accordance with our framework

feature. We designed a 29-syllable three-phrase

complex carrier sentence to record target syllable

tokens in order to solicit the same syllable
produced in three distinct PG-related positions.

An example is shown in Fig. 17. Each target sylla-

ble was embedded in the carrier sentence at the

initial, medial, and final positions, respectively.

Therefore, the database consists of 1292 * 3 Man-

darin tonal syllable tokens.

As expected, the F0 contours of identical target

syllables exhibit different patterns of overall con-
tours as well as register (tone height). They also

differ in syllable duration and intensity (not shown

in the figure). All of these variations are related to

PG positions. Note that each of the three PPh in

the carrier sentence appears to possess identifiable

intonation patterns. However, the 29-character/

syllable carrier sentence is a lot shorter than the

pieces of text used to collect our fluent speech data,
one breathing cycle is sufficient to produce it. This

brings back our earlier discussion (Section 1) of

how the type of speech data (isolated or relatively

short sentences) collected may inadvertently affect

results yielded and interpretation thereafter, and

PG-medial intonations with respect to PG lengths

adjust (Section 2.1). Without our earlier data, it

would be no surprise to analyze the prosody of
such sentences by three intonations with two

boundary breaks. However, we reiterate here that

the PG effect is most notably marked by how it



Fig. 17. The waveform and F0 tracking of a carrier sentence with three target syllables ‘‘ba1’’ embedded in three darkened positions.

(‘‘ba1’’ is a frequently used syllable, people say ‘‘ba1’’ very often, often times when people speak, they would use ‘‘ba1’’). The target

syllable ‘‘ba1’’ occurred in three PG positions, namely, PG-initial, PG-medial, and PG-final to provide PG-related information. Note

how high-level tone 1 in the target syllable �ba� exhibits three different F0 patterns in the three positions.
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begins, whether it ends, and finally where and how

it ends, as shown from our perceptual experiments

(Section 3). Note also how the PG-medial PPh did

not decline at its end.

Our model adopted a modular approach to

model F0 contours, duration patterns, intensity
patterns, and break predictions in separate mod-

ules. Since temporal allocations and rhythmic

structure in speech flow are carefully dealt with

in addition to F0 patterns, the TTS system is capa-

ble of converting long paragraph of text input into

more natural synthesized speech output.

4.1. F0 modeling

There are many existing F0 models of sentence/

phrasal intonation around. In fact, our framework

could adopt any F0 model at the PPh level and fur-

ther adjust each respective F0 contour pattern with

specifications from higher node(s) to generate mul-
tiple phrase F0 output. We adopt the well-known

Fujisaki model as the production model of F0

(Fujisaki and Hirose, 1984; Fujisaki, 2002). The

model connects the movements of cricoid�s carti-

lage to the measurements of F0 and is hence based

on constraints of human physiology. Therefore, it
is reasonable to assume that the model could

accommodate F0 output of different languages.

In fact, successful applications of the model on

many language platforms have been reported,

including Mandarin (Mixdorff et al., 2003; Mix-

dorff, 2004).

In the case of Mandarin Chinese, phrase com-

mands were used to produce intonation at the
phrase level while accent commands were used to

produce lexical tones at the syllable level (Mix-

dorff, 2000). Phrasal intonations are superimposed

on sequences of lexical tones. Therefore, interac-

tions between the two layers cause modifications of

F0 to produce the final output. The superimposing
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of a higher level onto a lower level leaves room for

even higher level(s) of F0 specification to be super-

imposed and built. Thus, we decided to implement

our PG framework of phrase/intonation-grouping

on the Fujisaki model by adding a PG layer over
phrases. In other words, after generating phrasal

intonations for each phrase, PG specifications

were then superimposed onto phrase strings subse-

quently. By adding one higher level of PG specifi-

cation, the F0 patterns of phrase grouping could be

achieved.

4.1.1. Building the phrasal intonation model

The corpus used for training the F0 model was a

female read speech data of 26 long paragraphs or

discourses in text, or a total 11592 syllables (or Chi-

nese characters). The speech data were first auto-

matically aligned with initial and final phones

using the HTK toolkit, and then manually labeled

by trained transcribers for perceived prosodic

boundaries or break indices (BI).We first proceeded
with automatic parameter extraction, and then used

the extraction results to build a statistical phrasal

intonation model. A linear model is adopted for

the Fujisaki model�s phrase command Ap:

Ap¼ constantþ coeff1

�Pause length before phrase command

þ coeff2

�Accumulated previous phrase command response

þ coeff3�F 0min in the Fujisaki model

þ f ðPhrase command position in PPhÞ
ð4Þ

where pause is the speechless portion in relation to

a following phrase command, accumulated previ-
ous phrase command response is the accumulated

response of previous phrase commands as the re-

sponse of the current phrase command reaches to

its peak, F0min is the minimum fundamental fre-

quency of the utterance, and f(Phrase command

position in PPh) is a function of the PW position

in PPh where the PW is related to the phrase com-

mand. The accumulated response of previous
phrase commands at time t is calculated as:

AccF 0 ¼
X

prev Ap

Ap � a2 � ðt � T 0iÞ � eð�aðt�T 0ÞÞ ð5Þ
AccF0 could then represent previous accumulated

intonation due to Eq. (5).

4.1.2. Building the PG intonation model

As discussed in (Tseng et al., 2004), the PG into-
nation has significant effects in the first and last

PPh units only. Therefore, the parameter Ap in

Eq. (4) in the intonation model can be modified as:

Ap¼ constantþ coeff1

�Pause length before phrase command

þ coeff2

�Accumulated previous phrase command response

þ coeff3�F 0min in the Fujisaki model

þ f ðPhrase command position in PPhÞ
þ f ðPhrase position in PGðInitial; Medial; FinalÞÞ

ð6Þ
Thus we considered the prediction of Ap in a lay-

ered perspective. Individual prosodic phrases are

using the phrasal intonation model and the global
effects are superimposed onto the phrasal intona-

tion model in the last term of Eq. (6).

4.1.3. Application to the TTS system

The constructed PG intonation model can be

applied to our Mandarin TTS system to produce

F0 contours. Since the higher level of prosodic unit

is taken into account, more fluent and natural
intonation can be obtained. The details of adjust-

ing the F0 output will be described in Section 5.2.

4.2. Duration modeling

Our duration model of the rhythmic patterns in

Mandarin speech flow (Section 2.2) reveals that

the syllable duration is not only affected by the
syllable constitution itself, but also affected by

the upper layer prosodic structures, namely PW,

PPh, BG, and PG, respectively.

The same speech database used for training the

F0 model was used for training the duration model.
4.2.1. Intrinsic statistics of syllable duration

A layered model is used to estimate the sylla-
ble�s duration. At the SYL layer, a linear model

is adopted:
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Syllable intrinsic duration

¼ constantþ CTy þ VTy þ Tonþ PCty

þ PVty þ PTonþ FCty þ FVty þ FTon

þ 2-way factors of the above factor

þ 3-way factors of the above factor ð7Þ

The constant was set to 185 ms, which was depen-

dent on the corpus. CTy, VTy, and Ton represent
the offset values corresponding to the consonant

type, vowel type and tone of the current syllable,

respectively. Prefix P and F represent the corre-

sponding factors of the preceding and following

syllables respectively. The 2-way factors consider

the joint effect of two single-type factors. There

are C9
2 (=36) 2-way factors in total. The 3-way fac-

tors consider the joint effect of three single-type
factors. The 3-way factors with a negligible influ-

ence on the syllable duration were excluded from

consideration. Only three 3-way factors were left,

they are the combination of consonant type, vowel

type and tone of the preceding, current, and fol-

lowing syllables, respectively. As a result, a total

of 49 factors were considered. The 21 consonants

and 39 vowels (including diphthongs) of Mandarin
were, respectively, grouped into 7 and 9 categories

according to their measured mean duration. No-

tice that the SYL-layer model is independent of

the prosodic structure. The SYL-layer model can

explain about 60% of syllable duration.

4.2.2. The effect of layered prosodic structure

As depicted in Fig. 3, the syllable duration is af-
fected by its position within a PW. Note that the

PW final syllable tends to be lengthened compared

to other syllables. The residue error that cannot be

explained at the SYL layer can be further ex-

plained by the PW layer. Accordingly, the syllable

duration is postulated as:

DurS ðmsÞ ¼ Syllable intrinsic duration

þ fPWðPW length; position in PWÞ
ð8Þ

Since the syllable intrinsic duration is the duration

controlled by the SYL layer, the PW layer has its
effect of speeding the rhythm by subtracting a

value derived from Fig. 1 and vice versa.
The PPh layer affects the syllable duration in a

similar way as the PW layer (shown in Fig. 4).

As to the BG layer or above, the length of the pro-

sodic unit gets longer and complicated, the per-

ceived significance exists only in the initial and
final PPh units. Therefore, we model PG-layer�s ef-
fect as the effect in the initial and final PPhs in the

PG layer. The overall model is thus formulated as:

DurS ðmsÞ ¼ Syllable intrinsic duration

þ fPWðPW length; position in PWÞ
þ fPPhðPPh length; position in PPhÞ
þ fIFPPhðInitial=Final PPh length; position in PPhÞ

ð9Þ
where DurS means the modeled syllable duration,

fPW(Æ), fPPh(Æ) and fIFPPh(Æ) mean the portions of
syllable duration which are affected by the func-

tion of length and position of PW, PPh and PG

respectively.

4.2.3. Application to the TTS system

The results of these duration patterns are not

only evidence of interaction between-syllable dura-

tion adjustment and prosodic level units, but also a
useful duration prediction method. Therefore,

temporal allocation is implemented in our TTS

system. The details will be described in Section 5.3.

4.3. Intensity modeling

Segmental RMS values were first derived using

an ESPS toolkit. For each initial and final phone
in syllable, the averaged RMS value was calculated

using 10 equally spaced frames in the target seg-

ment time span. Segment duration less than 10

frames are directly averaged. In addition, to elim-

inate the level difference between paragraphs possi-

bly caused by slight changes during recording, the

RMS values within each paragraph were normal-

ized, hence NRMS. The intensity modeling is
much the same way like modeling in durations:

IntS ðNRMSÞ¼Syllable intrinsic intensity

þ fPWðPW length; position in PWÞ
þ fPPhðPPh length; position in PPhÞ
þ fIFPPhðInitial=Final PPh length; position in PPhÞ

ð10Þ
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where IntS means normalized average syllable

intensity, RMS value, fPW(Æ), fPPh(Æ) and fIFPPh(Æ)
mean the portions of syllable intensity which are

affected by the function of length and position of

PW, PPh and PG respectively.
The TTS corpus is designed as carrier sentence,

which the initial, medial, and final syllables have

fixed preceding and following syllable. The abso-

lute intensity predicted by the intensity model

should be adjusted, while the stress pattern in the

PG organization should be kept.
5. The TTS system

5.1. Speech database

Both the duration and F0 models described

above are built based on the PG structure. There-

fore, we have specially designed our database such

that the TTS system can be implemented to use
these models.

The database is made of 1292 * 3 Mandarin

tonal syllable tokens. Each of the 1292 syllables

was embedded in a phrase of a three-phrase carrier

sentence (a PG of three PPhs) in initial, medial,

and final positions, respectively (Fig. 17 with sylla-

ble ‘‘ba1’’ embedded in it shows the associated

wave, the F0 contour, and the time stamps of the
target syllable ‘‘ba1’’) The speech data were re-

corded by a native female speaker in a sound-

proof room. The target syllable tokens were lis-

tened to and manually edited from the carrier sen-

tence by trained transcribers. In our TTS system,

the time-domain pitch-synchronous overlap-add

(TD-PSOLA) (Charpentier and Stella, 1986) meth-

od is employed to perform prosody modification.
The pitch marks were first automatically esti-

mated, and then manually repaired by trained

transcribers.

For each syllable, there are 3 tokens, respec-

tively, collected from the initial, medial, and final

positions of a PG. Since the prosodic models were

trained using a different speaker�s speech, the mod-

els need to be adapted to satisfy the condition indi-
cated by the initial, medial, and final syllables of a

PG to be synthesized. In other words, the TTS sys-

tem will only adjust the duration and F0 of the
other syllables using the modified prosodic models

but keep those of these three syllables unchanged.

5.2. F0 adjustment

The speech intonation of our TTS system is pre-

dicted by the Fujisaki model in our PG frame-

work. The reason why we have to adjust the

predicted output is because it is a redundant pro-

cess to alter the intonation of the target syllable

which has already been in the correct position.

Since the target syllables are having their own into-

nation embedded in original carrier sentences, we
have to level up or down the predicted results

according to the difference between them.

In the implementation of adjustment, the com-

parison is confined between the first F0 peak of pre-

dicted PG intonation and the average F0 of the first

syllable from the carrier sentence. Based on the

equation of the Fujisaki model�s phrase commands:

GpðtÞ ¼
a2t � expð�atÞ for t P 0

0 for t < 0

�
ð11Þ

In Eq. (11), the time to reach its maximum is 1/a,
since the maximum phrase value, say P, will be:

P ¼ Ap � a� expð�1Þ ð12Þ
where 1/a is substituted into t in Eq. (11). In Eq.

(12), we found P is proportional to Ap, while a
remains constant.

The difference between average F0, denoted as

Pc, of the first syllable from the carrier sentence

and the first F0 peak, denoted as Pp, of predicted

PG intonation results the adjustment of the
predicted Ap:

DAp ¼ bAp � Ap ¼ ðP c � P pÞ � exp� a�1 ð13ÞbAp is the value after adjustment, and Ap is the

value of original prediction. Thus every phrase

command has to adjust to its new value according

to DAp. After the adjustment, the shape of intona-

tion is not changed but the level of it is changed

according to the carrier sentence database.

5.3. Duration adjustment

Since the TTS database was from a different

speaker, the absolute duration predicted by the
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durationmodel should be adjusted, while the rhyth-

mic patterns in the PG organization should be kept.

Because the initial, medial, and final syllables

are originally collected from the same positions

of a PG, their durations should not be changed.
The durations of the rest syllables, which were

originally the first syllable of a PW at the medial

position of a medial PPh of a 3-PPh PG, should

be modified to satisfy the rhythmic pattern in the

PG organization. In this way, to synthesis a PG

of m characters (or syllables), the duration of the

ith syllable is given by

DurS�
i ¼

OriDurðSiÞ; i¼ 1;m=2;m

OriDurðSiÞ�DF i; 1< i<m=2;m=2< i<m

�
ð14Þ

where OriDur(Si) is the corresponding syllable-to-

ken�s original duration and DFi is an offset factor,

which is calculated by

DF i ¼MTC=MMC

�½fPWðPW length; position in PWÞ
� fPWð2;1Þ
þ fPPhðPPh length; position in PPhÞ
� fPPhð11;6Þ
þ fIFPPhðInitial=Final PPh length; position in PPhÞ�

ð15Þ
where MTC and MMC are, respectively, the mean

of syllable duration of the TTS corpus and the
training corpus, and fPW(Æ), fPPh(Æ) and fIFPPh(Æ)
are the same as that in Eq. (9), which were calcu-

lated from the training corpus.

5.4. Intensity adjustment

Because the initial, medial, and final syllables in

TTS corpus keep the characteristic in a PG, their
intensity should not be modified while they are ini-

tial, medial, and final syllable of synthesized utter-

ance. According to our unit selection method, the

intensity of rest syllables, which were originally the

first syllable of a PW at the medial position of a

medial PPh of a 3-PPh PG, in the synthesized

utterance, should be changed to satisfy the stress

pattern in the PG organization. In this principle,
if m characters (or syllables) need to be synthe-

sized, the intensity of the ith syllable is given by
IntS�
i ¼

OriIntðSiÞ; i¼ 1;m=2;m

OriIntðSiÞ�DF i; 1< i<m=2;m=2< i<m

�
ð16Þ

where OriInt(Si) is the corresponding syllable-to-
ken�s original intensity and DFi is an offset factor,

which is calculated by

DF i ¼MTC=MMC

�½fPWðPW length; position in PWÞ
� fPWð2;1Þ
þ fPPhðPPh length; position in PPhÞ
� fPPhð11;6Þ
þ fIFPPhðInitial=Final PPh length; position in PPhÞ�

ð17Þ
where MTC and MMC are, respective, the mean of
syllable intensity of the TTS corpus and the train-

ing corpus, and fPW(Æ), fPPh(Æ) and fIFPPh(Æ) are the

same as that in Eq. (10), which were calculated

from the training corpus.

5.5. Break prediction

The prosodic boundaries and break indices are
predicted by analyzing the syntactic structure of

the text to be synthesized (Chen et al., 2004). As

discussed in Section 2.4, three levels of breaks rel-

ative to speaking rate are incorporated into our

model to accommodate multiple-phrase grouping.

5.6. System flowchart

Given a piece of text, first of all, the prosodic

boundaries and break indices will be predicted

based on the analysis of syntactic structure. The

PG hierarchical structure and the pronunciations

(the syllable sequence associated with the text) will

be generated as well. Then, the durations of all syl-

lables will be assigned by the duration model,

while the F0 contours of all phrases will be gener-
ated by the intonation model. All the outputs of

text processing will be stored in a predefined

XML document. Finally, the TD-PSOLA method

is employed to perform prosody modification, and

the TTS system will output the concatenate

waveform.
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5.7. Discussion

Our TTS system aims at synthesizing fluent

speech in long paragraphs. Because long speech

paragraphs are perceived with its significant initial
and final PPhs, modeling this phenomenon will

signal output topics clearer in multiple phrases

groups and to avoid a succession of short and

choppy phrases. The duration model was clear in

each layer, thus a straightforward linear model

was sufficient to model durational effect of every

prosodic unit. The F0 model based on the Fujisaki

model is more complicated but we used the exten-
sible ability of the Fujisaki model to extend the F0

model to the overall intonation of PG. We argue

from collective evidences that a prosody frame-

work of multiple-phrase grouping could better

account for the make-up of fluent speech prosody.
6. Conclusions

Research seeking to describe and predict Man-

darin Chinese prosody has focused mostly on the

intonation of phrases or sentences in isolation,

but it remains to be seen how these effects interact

with higher prosodic levels in fluent speech materi-

als. These studies have yielded detailed informa-

tion about intonation in sentences of 10 syllables
or less, which were produced in isolation, under

the tacit assumption that fluent speech would be

a concatenated version of such sentences.

The perception motivated multi-phrase PG

model offers at least in part a knowledge base

and viable framework for formulating theories of

prosodic organization in other syllable-timed lan-

guages. We presented evidence to show why more
understanding of the prosodic structure of dis-

course effects to fluent speech is essential, and

how cross-phrase templates of prosody-related

pitch, cadence, intensity and boundary patterns

may together account for the necessary look-ahead

in narratives and spoken discourses during on-line

production and perception. We believe our frame-

work is also capable to adopt and accommodate
any discreet intonation model at the PPh level.

As for technological and computational applica-

tions, we have also illustrates in Section 4 how
mono-syllables could be collected to offer more

prosody information, in compliment with speech

database of prosodic units at the same time. Fur-

thermore, we have implemented an initial version

of this framework into current TTS system be-
cause it is our belief that identifying and simulat-

ing speech paragraphs are the key to solve

output naturalness for TTS. An integrated pro-

sodic model that organizes phrase groups into re-

lated prosodic units to form speech paragraphs

will be instrumental to improve output naturalness

for unlimited TTS. The implications and applica-

tions are without doubt not language specific to
Chinese only. We believe our model should fit in

nicely the needs for any concatenate TTS system,

and may be adapted to constructing canonical

complex sentence intonation for other languages.

This paper has demonstrated, hopefully in a

nutshell, that one of the most important prosodic

characteristics of fluent Mandarin Chinese speech

cannot be seen at the level of single-sentence into-
nations, but rather, reveals itself only in the exam-

ination of fluent speech of narratives or spoken

discourses. The operating unit essential to the exe-

cution of fluent Mandarin speech is the multi-

phrase speech paragraph; a higher-level unit which

combines individual phrase and sentence intona-

tions into a corresponding governing prosodic unit

PG. PG possesses a global canonical F0 template
for intonation modification, a cadence template

for duration adjustments, an intensity pattern for

amplitude distribution, and break/pause patterns.

It specifies the subjacent phrases or sentences as

sister prosodic constituents, and assigns their roles

with respect to PG positions. The prosody tem-

plates are the tides for the subjacent prosodic con-

stituents to ride over, thus triggering the waves and
ripples to modify accordingly. We believe that

such spoken discourse effect is also cross-linguistic.

Specific to Mandarin Chinese and perhaps other

tone languages is that phrasal intonations are not

as significant as they are in intonation languages.

Language specific questions may very well be with-

in- and cross-phrase cadence patterns since they

are most likely to differ from one language to
another.

Future works include expanding the framework

to accommodate focus and prominence in relation
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to F0 range, investigating boundary breaks in rela-

tion to perceived pitch resets in more detail, build-

ing the TTS system on larger amount of more

varied speech data and prosodic units, and using

the model with synthesis as tools for perception
studies that aims at establishing concrete measures

for output naturalness.
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